Aesthetic functionality

- Safety locking plate
  Increases break-in properties of the window

- Mushroom pin
  Makes it difficult for the burglars to open the window

- Locking plate
  Locking plates are produced of a special wear-resistant alloy (copper, aluminium, zinc). The wear at 30 thousand opening cycles does not exceed norms of GOST U and GOST

- Wrong operation safety device
  Provides for the comfortable window closing and blocks false opening

- Sash lifter
  Excludes sash drooping in the "closed" mode

- Step-by-step opening
  Allows opening the window in a desired position to create ventilation with a fixed gap from 12 to 20 mm

- Stay arm
  Allows for the comfortable closing of the window due to the sash latch mechanism. Include blocking of the takeover handle turning in lift mode

- Decor overlay
  Produced of high quality PVC materials – resistance to deformation and UV

- Child security lock
  Allows preventing window opening by the little children
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